Invasion 55

Its Halloween 1955 and the town of
Hidalgo Falls, New Mexico is about to
receive a real scare - an invasion by aliens.
It seems Roswell wasnt enough. Now its
Hidaglos turn to be the ultimate alien truck
stop. It must be the dry air and year-round
golf that attracts so many aliens to this
southwest state. Its up to a very odd team
of humans to tie a knot in the aliens
collective butts. Youve got a been there,
done that former Air Force Lieutenant, a
biker with a sandpaper soul, a curvy, nervy
female reporter and a six-year old boy that
wants to be the next John Wayne. It makes
you wonder why the aliens havent already
cut bait and ran! Take a step back into the
days when sci-fi adventures had low-tech
solutions and high-octane adventure.
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